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Portion of costs cover publishing; authors still insulated from costs
historical spend
01
Makes open access more equitable at instiutions
who have a transformative agreement (TA)
Increases access to paywalled journal content at
institutions who have a TA
Increases global availability to articles published
through the TA
Univ. of Mississippi signed agreement
Starts January 1, 2022
UM affiliate as corresponding author
Gold open access
100% UM author APCs coveredJournal availability
TA Myths
TAs lead to more equity in scholarly publishing
TAs proven way to transition closed-->open
TAs move system away from APCs
TAs will increase transparency
TAS will lead to competitive pricing
TAs help libraries' negotiating position
Ashley Farley
Program Officer of 
























Curated lists by librarians

















Successful funding makes all
frontfile MIT Press books OA
Participating libraries gain
access to MIT Press achives
MIT Press Direct to Open
Learn
 More





OA mandates in place for Wellcome and World




CDL ≠ OA Books
Aligns with Library's Resource Sharing Mission













Elsevier is a leader in information and analytics
for customers across the global research and
health ecosystems
Clarivate is a global leader in providing trusted
insights and analytics to accelerate the pace of
innovation.
SZ: 
Big tech companies commodified one of the
last natural resources: human privacy
BY:
In a world of open access, what is the most
valuable commodity? 
The research lifecycle, but more importantly:

















How do we leverage the mass amounts
of scholarlship and computational








Provide computational solutions for non-computational
researchers (or just those who appreciate the time


































Exemption to Prohibition on
Circumvention of Copyright












"the prohibition against circumvention of technological
measures that effectively control access to copyrighted works
shall not apply for the next three years to persons who engage
in certain noninfringing uses of certain classes of such works"
Thank Yo
u!
CONTACT
Brian Young
Collection Strategist
bwyoung@olemiss.edu
Question
s?
